
Siesta Key
4136 Roberts Point Circle  
Sarasota, FL 34242

Price upon request  

Once inside, one is struck by the large open rooms, towering windows, glass cylindrical 

elevator, and volume walls and ceilings creating an art lovers’ dream. The stunning use of 

materials including polished marble, exotic granite, zebrawood, and stainless-steel results 

in the perfect balance between art and design. The kitchen, a focal point, is as beautiful 

as it is functional and features custom wood, stainless steel and frosted glass cabinetry, 

imported glass tile backsplash, large center island, and professional-grade appliances 

including a full-size Sub-Zero wine refrigerator and built-in Miele coffee system. Designed 

with multiple entertaining spaces in mind, there is something for everyone including a 

luxurious home theater conveniently located on the main floor just off the family room. 

The master suite is an oasis and boasts a private balcony, large custom organized walk-in 

closets, sitting area, fireplace, and morning bar. There are 5 additional bedrooms, and 4.5 

bathrooms providing plenty of room for family and guests. Beautiful landscaping creates 

a backyard retreat with multiple terracing outdoor spaces, a stunning outdoor kitchen, an 

infinity-edge pool, and a private dock with boating access to the Intracoastal Waterway. 
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4136 ROBERTS POINT CIRCLE
Siesta Key • Sarasota, Florida

•   7,309 square feet under air

• 13,798 total square feet

• Boat dock with great boating access 

• Infinity-edge pool

• 10+ car motor salon

• Open floorplan

• Walls of glass throughout

• Elevator

MLS: A4450777
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Modern, elegant and uniquely refined. Located on a quiet tree-lined street 

on the north end of Siesta Key, this extraordinary waterfront residence is a must-see. 


